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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,NALBARI 

                                       G.R. Case No. 860/2012 

           u/s 447/354 IPC. 

                                            State of Assam 

                                                    -Vs- 

   Tarun Barman………….Accused. 

                                PRESENT: D.M. Hussain,AJS. 

ADVOCATES APPEARED: 

For the state        : Mr. A. Barman, A.P.P. 

For the accused    : Mr. D. Thakuria, Advocate. 

Dates of evidence : 05-10-2015, 14-03-2016, 30-05-2016 & 18-01-2017 

Date of argument  : 25-07-2018.   

Date of judgment  : 08-08-2018.                      

     J U D G M E N T 

PROSECUTION CASE: 

1.  The prosecution case in brief is that Smti Prathibha Deka filed a complaint 

on 27-06-2012 stating that on 21-06-2012 at about 12:00 mid night the accused 

persons namely Tarun Barman & Narayan Barman armed with sharp weapon 

came to her house and called her asking for 'bidi' and cigarette. She could 

recognize their voice and told them from inside to come next morning but the 

accused persons insisted she opened the door and when she was about to give 

them bidi and cigarette accused Tarun Barman with evil intention caught hold of 

her hand and embraced her. When she tried to escape accused Tarun Barman 

pressed her neck, threatened her by showing a sharp ‘dao’ and tried to rape her. 

At that time her daughter Anita Das woke up and raised hulla and came towards 
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her, accused Narayan Barman caught hold of her hair, pressed her neck and tried 

to rape her. Hearing hue and cry her husband woke up and switch on the torch 

light and raised hulla and the neighbouring persons came and the accuseds fled 

away. 

2. The said complaint was forwarded to Mukalmua PS for investigation 

where it was received vide GDE No 27 dated 2-7-2012 and registered as 

Mukalmua PS case no 153/12 u/s 458/307/354/376/511. After completion of 

investigation charge-sheet no. 27 dated 31-03-2013 was submitted against the 

accused persons namely Tarun Barman & Narayan Barman u/s 447/354/34 IPC. 

Accused Narayan Barman was not traceable and vide order dated 13-07-2015 the 

case was filed against him declaring him a proclaimed offender. Copy was 

furnished to accused Tarun Barman. Charge was framed against accused Tarun 

Barman u/s 447/354 IPC, read over and explained to which he  pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. 

3. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

i) Whether on 21-06-2012 at about 12:00 pm the accused Tarun Barman entered 

into the property of the informant with intent to commit offence and thereby 

committed an offence u/s 447 IPC? 

ii) Whether on 21-06-2012 at about 12:00 pm the accused Tarun Barman used 

criminal force or assault upon the informant with intent to outrage her modesty 

and thereby committed an offence u/s 354 IPC ? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

4.  The prosecution examined five witnesses and one court witness while the 

defence declined to adduce any evidence. The statement in defence of the 

accused persons u/s 313 Cr.P.C. was recorded wherein they denied their 

involvement with the alleged offences. I have heard the arguments advanced by 

learned counsels of both sides and also perused the evidence available on record, 

my findings with reasons are as follows: 

5.  PW 1 Pratibha Deka deposed that the incident took place on 21-06-2012 

at about 12:00 pm. She has a pan and betal-nut shop. The accused Tarun 
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Barman came to her house at about 12:00 midnight and woke her up and asked 

for cigarette and 'bidi'. She refused to give but he insisted. She got up from her 

bed Tarun Barman entered her house to take the cigarette and when she was 

about to give the cigarette and 'bidi' Tarun Barman caught hold of her hand. She 

tried to escape but he embraced her. She raised hulla. Her husband and daughter 

Anita woke up and came. A quarrel took place between her husband and Tarun 

Barman. Narayan Barman was standing outside the house. When her daughter 

came out of the house Narayan Barman embraced her, she raised hulla. A quarrel 

took place between her husband and the accuseds outside the house and 

accused Narayan Barman hit her husband with a lathi. Village people came and 

the accused persons fled away. She called a village 'bichar' but there was no 

settlement so she filed this case. 

6.  In her cross-examination PW 1 deposed that when Tarun Barman caught 

her husband she did not raised any hulla she only tried to remove his hand. She 

raised hulla when Tarun embraced her. The incident took place inside her house. 

Her neighbour Tilak Kalita saw the incident. Accused Narayan had filed a case 

against her. Her husband cut Narayan with a ‘bothi’ when Narayan hit her 

husband with a lathi. Tarun Barman caught hold of her chest. 

7.  PW 2 Anita Das who is the daughter of PW 1 deposed that on 21-06-2012 

at about 12:00 midnight while she was sleeping accused Tarun Barman came to 

her house to take ‘bidi’. Her mother first refused to give ‘bidi’ but as the accused 

insisted her mother gave ‘bidi’ inside her house. Thereafter, accused Tarun 

Barman caught hold the hand of her mother and embraced her. When she tried 

to restrain Tarun Barman he pushed her. She saw Tarun Barman pulling the 

clothes of her mother. She went outside and knocked at Narayan Barman who 

was standing outside .Accused Narayan Barman pressed her mouth and told her 

not to shout. Thereafter, accused Narayan embraced her and pressed her neck. 

When she raised hue and cry her father woke up and came with a lamp in his 

hand and saw her mother. Tarun hit her father with hand and left the place. 

Thereafter, a quarrel took place between Narayan Barman and her father. 

Narayan assaulted her father with a lathi. Her father brought a ‘bothi’. Both the 

accused chased to assault her father with ‘dao’. At that time Tilak Kalita and 
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Lankeswar Kalita came and send the accused persons. At the time of incident 

though she was in bed but she was awake and on hearing hue and cry she came. 

8.  During cross-examination PW 2 stated that accused Narayan pressed her 

neck and embraced her. She did not saw but heard that the accuseds came with 

'dao'. When she tried to restrain Tarun he pushed her and assaulted her father. 

9.  PW 3 Tilak Kalita deposed that the informant is his neighbour. The 

incident took place on 21-07-2012 at about 10:00-11:00 pm. He was sleeping in 

his house at that time. On hearing hue and cry in the house of the informant he 

came and saw that Narayan Barman stained with blood was lying in front of the 

house of Moni Deka. When he asked Narayan Barman as to what happened he 

told him that Moni Deka cut him. Narayan Barman was taken to medical by Tarun 

Barman. 

10.  In his cross-examination PW 3 deposed that when police came Moni Deka 

fled away. There was a 'bichar' in connection with this incident. He does not 

know if there was any penalty imposed in that 'bichar'. 

11.  PW 4 Dipak Barman deposed that the incident took place on 21-06-2012 

at about 9:00-9:30 pm. He was sleeping after having dinner. On hearing hulla he 

went to his uncle Narayan Barman's house and saw that Narayan Barman lying 

on the road with profuse bleeding. Narayan Barman told the people present there 

that Moni Deka cut him. He saw cut injury in his backside. He deposed that has 

not seen the incident of assault with his own eyes. Accused Tarun Barman took 

Narayan Barman to hospital. 

12.  In his cross-examination PW 4 deposed that there was a village 'bichar' 

against the informant and penalty was imposed upon her. The informant did not 

paid the penalty and was ousted from the society for many days. 

13.  PW 5 Bapan Barman deposed that the informant is his aunt and accused 

Tarun Barman is his elder brother in relation. He does not remember whether the 

incident is of the year 2014 or 2015. The incident took place at about 11:00 pm. 

He was sleeping at that time. He heard the hue and cry of his neighbour Tilak 

Kalita that Narayan Barman was assaulted. He came out and Tilak told him that 
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Moni Deka had cut Narayan Barman with a 'bothi'. He went to the house of Dipak 

Barman his father's elder brother and told him about the incident. He along with 

Dipak Barman came and saw Narayan Barman lying on the road in front of the 

house of Tilak Kalita with profuse bleeding. Police came and took Narayan 

Barman to Mukalmua hospital and thereafter, Narayan Barman was taken to 

GMCH. Later he knew that the informant of this case has filed a case against his 

uncle Narayan Barman and Tarun Barman. He deposed that does not know 

anything about the incident for which the informant filed this case. 

14.  In his cross-examination PW 5  deposed that Tilak Kalita is his co-villager. 

The house of Tilak Kalita is next to the house of the informant. 

15.  CW 1 Moni Deka deposed that the informant is his wife. He knew both 

the accused persons. The incident took place one year ago at about 12:00 pm at 

night. He was sleeping in his house at the time of incident. On hearing hue and 

cry of his wife and daughter he woke up. He came out from bed and saw that his 

daughter Anita was standing with Narayan Barman near the veranda of his house 

and his wife was with Tarun Barman inside his house. He came near his 

daughter. Narayan Barman assaulted his him with a lathi and Tarun Barman ran 

away from the place. Then he went inside his house, came with a ‘bothi’ in hand 

and hit on the backside of Narayan Barman. The family members of Narayan 

Barman came out. There was a hue and cry. He fled away. He did not get the 

opportunity to ask his daughter as to what had happened. He later heard that 

Tarun Barman had embraced his wife and Narayan Barman had embraced his 

daughter. 

16.  In his cross-examination CW 1 deposed that he fled away after cutting 

Narayan with ‘bothi’. Police could not record his statement as he was fled away. A 

village 'bichar' was called in connection with the incident. He admitted that after 

paying the penalty of Rs.9,000/- imposed by the 'Samaj' he was again accepted 

by the 'Samaj'. Thereafter, the village people and the 'Samaj' told him to 

withdraw the case. After the incident Narayan Barman had filed a case against 

him and he was released on bail in that case. Tarun Barman addressed his wife 

as 'baideo'. Accused Tarun pulls 'thela' at Kaplabari Bazar and he has to go to his 

house by passing through the road in front of his house. He has not seen the 
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accused Tarun embracing his wife with his own eye. On the day of incident his 

grand sons Arun Deka (13 years) and Ankur Deka (8 years) who were the sons 

of his daughter Anita Das were in his house. 

17.  To bring home charge u/s 447 IPC the prosecution has to prove that the 

accused entered into or upon property in possession of another with an intention 

to commit an offence or to intimidate or insult or annoy any person in possession 

of such property. 

18. It has been held in a catena of decisions that before an accused is held 

guilty of criminal trespass under section 447 IPC it must be proved that some 

criminal intent was present in the mind of the accused, without proof of intention 

to commit an offence and mere knowledge that such action would cause insult or 

annoyance are not sufficient to constitute criminal trespass. 

19. In order to bring charge u/s 354 IPC the prosecution has to prove that 

the accused assaulted or used criminal force to a woman and the accused while 

committing assault or criminal force intended to outrage the modesty of the 

women or has the knowledge that it is likely that he will thereby outrage her 

modesty. 

20. It appears that PW 5 deposed that the house of Tilak Kalita is next to the 

house of the informant. PW 1 deposed that the incident took place inside her 

house and her neighbour Tilak Kalita saw the incident. PW 3 Tilak Deka admitted 

that he is the neighbour but he did not deposed anything about the incident as 

deposed by PW 1.Tilak Deka did not deposed that he saw Tarun Barman when he 

came out hearing hue and cry from the house of the informant. CW 1 Moni Deka 

who is the husband of the informant deposed that he has not seen accused 

Tarun embracing his wife with his own eye. PW 5 deposed that does not know 

anything about the incident for which the informant filed this case. PW 4 in his 

cross-examination deposed that there was a village 'bichar' against the informant 

and penalty was imposed upon her but the informant did not paid the penalty 

and was ousted from the society for many days. 

21. It thus appears that the evidence of PW 1 & 2 are not corroborated by 

the evidence of PW 3, 4 & 5. The evidence of CW 1 appears to be hearsay. PW 1 
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admitted that accused Narayan had filed a case against her. Arun Deka and 

Ankur Deka were not cited as witness nor examined by the prosecution. The 

prosecution also failed to examine the I/O of this case. PW 1 deposed that she 

called a village 'bichar' but there was no settlement so she filed this case. But CW 

1 husband of PW 1 deposed that penalty of Rs.9,000/- was imposed in the 

bichar. The delay of about 6 days in filing the 'ejahar' does not find properly 

explained which casts doubt on the prosecution story. 

22. On appreciation of the testimony of witnesses and the materials available 

on record I find that there are vital omissions and contradictions in the testimony 

of PW‘s. The prosecution has failed to establish the essential ingredients so 

required to constitute the charged offence beyond all reasonable doubt by 

leading clear, cogent & convincing evidence. The accused person is entitled to 

benefit of doubt and hence acquitted of offence u/s 447/354 IPC and set at 

liberty forthwith. Bail bond shall remain in force for a further period of six 

months. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this  8th day of August 2018. 

 

        Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate 
        Nalbari 

             

APPENDIX 

Prosecution witness: 

PW 1- Pratikha Deka. 

PW 2- Anita Das. 

PW 3- Tilak Kalita 

PW 4- Dipak Barman 

PW 5- Bapan Barman 

Prosecution Exhibits: 

Exhibit 1 - Ejahar 
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Exhibit 1(1) & 1(2) - Signatures of informant. 

Defence witnesses : 

 Nil 

Defence Exhibits : 

Nil 

Court witnesses : 

 CW 1- Moni Deka                                                                                                                                             

      

            Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,           
   Nalbari. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

08-08-2018: 

  Accused person is present . 

  Judgement is pronounced and delivered in open court which is 

written in separate sheets and tagged with the C/R. 

  On appreciation of the testimony of witnesses and the materials 

available on record I find that there are vital omissions and contradictions in the 

testimony of PW‘s. The prosecution has failed to establish the essential 

ingredients so required to constitute the charged offence beyond all reasonable 

doubt by leading clear, cogent & convincing evidence. The accused person is 
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entitled to benefit of doubt and hence acquitted of offence u/s 447/354 IPC and 

set at liberty forthwith. Bail bond shall remain in force for a further period of six 

months. 

  This case accordingly stands disposed of . 

 

Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,                      
Nalbari. 

 


